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In person interview invitation template

Today's recruitment process is extensive, with an average filling time of 36 days. To bring top candidates into open roles faster, recruiters need to ensure that every detail of the candidate's experience is flawless - from the first point of contact to the final letter of offer. Using recruitment email templates can drastically reduce the time spent for candidates and improve the quality of communication. While the interview invitation email is
not entirely complicated, it is a pivotal step in hiring candidates and generating interest in both the open role and the company as a potential employer. In this article, we break down the items that you need to have a successful email interview invitation and explain how you can leverage our samples to improve the candidate's experience. When you use a template, copy and paste text into a blank email, replace placeholder text with the
correct details and correct carefully. SNEAK PEEK: CHECK OUT our new website, and learn we are changing TECH recruiting and employer brandingTable ContentWhat to include in the interview EmailImage Invitation via ShutterstockTypicalally, recruiters opt for ultra-formal email invitation interview – one that simply states that they have reviewed the candidate's materials and would like to set up an interview. While it is important to
be clear and concise in your interview invitations, it is also a great opportunity to create a stand-out candidate experience. Use the interview invitation email to convey your enthusiasm for the candidate, emphasize the company culture, and highlight the employee's value proposition. An upcoming interview - whether by phone or in person - can be a source of stress for job seekers, so go above and beyond to make them feel
comfortable and confident. Also, make sure you include all the information you might need to prepare. Doing so will make them feel valuable, and they will see you as an employer who really cares. To what is strictly necessary, mention the following details in the interview invitation emails:Direct subject lineCall out that this is an interview invitation within the subject line to attract the candidate's attention when looking through their inbox.
This will ensure the email is not accidentally overlooked and becomes a prompt response. Job DetailsRestate the position title at the beginning, even within the subject line. Job seekers can apply to multiple open roles at a company so as to inform them what role they receive an interview for. In addition, specify the company name again. It's a market job seekers, and top candidates have their choice of several elite employers; Remind
them who you are. Format in what format the interview will be conducted, whether in person, by phone, by videoconference or as part of a group interview. Interview locationIf the interview is in person, include the address of the office and either a screenshot of its location on the map or a link to a map with already connected. For phone or video conference interviews, include your phone number or meeting room link and access code
if necessary. The approximate duration of the interviewThis is particularly important for interviews with job seekers, who are currently employed elsewhere and need to plan the interview around their work schedule. Give the candidate an estimate of the duration of the interview and confirm with the start and end time when the official time is scheduled. More date and time optionsAgain, more of your candidates are probably currently
engaged, which means they need more options and at least a few days notice to schedule an interview. Proposing more date and time options helps mitigate back and forth and conveys flexibility. While this is less feasible when scheduling group interviews, it is still important to give candidates some latitude as to when their interview will take place. Include time zones when discussing possible times, even if you think the candidate
lives near your office. This will help prevent planning errors. Interviewer DetailsTell who the interview will be with and what their job title is – you can even link to their LinkedIn profile to help candidates prepare better. In addition, state the interviewer's relationship to the role if he is an employee manager or team member. Your email signatureAn email invitation interview is an important step in selling the role while evaluating the
matching candidate. This includes your professional email signature with the job title and company logo in each recruitment email to highlight your credentials. Stand out with EmailImage Invitation interview via ShutterstockAn upcoming interview can be stressful and a source of anxiety for job seekers. Providing additional information only for the benefit of the candidate gives the impression of a compassionate employer who
appreciates his people. It may seem simple, but the small details create an employer brand. Include the following information in the interview invitation email to hire and attract potential employees. 1. Mention what to wear When it comes to interviews in person, candidates want to look away. There's no need for the candidate to wear a suit if your desk is on the usual side. Letting them know what is appropriate in terms of dress office
code helps to take the pressure off deciding what to wear. They don't have to worry about how they present themselves physically allowing candidates to focus on the conversation and highlighting their qualifications. 2. Recommend travel options Candidates can come from the entire surrounding area interviews in person. Don't assume they'll be able to take a cab. Reference metro lines, train stations, bus routes, bike options and
parking garages in the immediate vicinity of your office. Ensuring that an on-time interview is a major point of concern for candidates. Giving them the resources needed to plan in advance will earn you serious bonus points. 3. List of items to bring Ideally, the top candidates will come fully prepared for the on-site interview and beat it out of the park. However, if there are any elements needed to bring, let them know in advance so that
they feel confident going into the interview. Indicate whether they will need any identification to enter the building, samples of their work - if so, how many and in what format - or a completed assessment in advance. 4. Explain what happens on arrivalInstead of letting interviewees wander through the lobby looking for your office, explain they should arrive in the interview room once they arrive in the building. Tell them who they should
talk to about access to your floor, shout objects to help them orient themselves, and mention they should let you know when they arrive.5 Discussion points to mention the Streamline conversation and help the interviewer learn relevant information by providing the candidate with a list of things to bring up or be prepared to discuss. Simply stating what the purpose of the interview is - get to know you better, discuss the latest product
launch, etc. - will be enough and is an effective interview technique. Keep this information vague and at a minimum to avoid over-repeated responses. Again, your goal is to simply secure candidates so that they feel confident step by step in your office. The following 11 templates will help you send candidates polished and engaging interview invitation emails at every stage of the recruitment process. Copy and paste text into a blank
email, replace placeholder text with the correct details, and correct carefully. 1. Formal Interview EmailImage Invitation via ShutterstockEvery recruiting email that you send should adher to the voice of your brand and tone employer. If casual conversations aren't your style or based on more experienced executive candidates, use the following template to formally invite an interview candidate. Line Topic: [NAME OF THE COMPANY]:
Invitation to InterviewDear [PRENUME],Thank you for your application to the role [JOB TITLE] at [COMPANY NAME]. We would like to invite you to the interview for the role with [INTERVIEW], [INTERVIEW JOB TITLE]. The interview will last [INTERVIEW DURATION] in total. Please reply directly to this email with your availability in the following date and time options:[DAY, DATE – TIME, TIME, TIME, DATE – TIME, TIME,
TIME,TIME,TIME,DATE – TIME, TIME,ORA]We look forward to talking to you. Sincerely,[YOUR NAME][YOUR SIGNATION OF E-MAIL]2. Casual Interview EmailImage Invitation via ShutterstockIf you are a young company that boasts a desirable starting culture, show off by opting for a more informal interview invitation. stage of the interview process is an opportunity to present your culture and core values, so don't be shaming.
Again, voice and tone should be consistent in every piece of warranty – from career page to email recruitment occasional, conversation interview invitation messages, use the following template. Line Topic: [NAME OF THE COMPANY]: AvailabilityHi Interview [PRENUME],Thank you for applying to the position [JOB TITLE] to [NAME OF THE COMPANY]. We have carefully reviewed the materials of the application and we are pleased
to invite you to an interview for the role! Your interview will be conducted [FORMAT] and the last approximate [INTERVIEW DURATION]. You will be speaking with [INTERVIEWER], our [INTERVIEWER JOB TITLE] here at [COMPANY NAME]. Please let us know when you are available in the following hours:[DAY, DATE – TIME, TIME][DAY, DATE – TIME, TIME,TIME,TIME,And thank you again for your interest in joining the team
[COMPANY NAME]! We look forward to talking to you. Best,[YOUR NAME][YOUR SIGNATION OF E-MAIL]3. Cold Candidate Interview EmailImage Invitation via ShutterstockIf you meet a truly excellent potential employee when sourcing candidates, you may want to talk to them immediately – especially if they are in a high demand role, they would be a software engineer or developer. Use the following template when you first reach
a candidate to invite them to an interview. Topic Line: [JOB TITLE] Opportunity at [COMPANY NAME] Hello [FIRST NAME], I came across your profile on [WEBSITE/ SOURCE] and was interested in your recent work in [FIELD]. I'm a recruiter at [COMPANY NAME], and we're looking for a [JOB TITLE] that I think would be a good fit for. I'd love to hear more about you and tell you about the role. Are you free this week for a 15-minute
quick call? I am available at the following hours:[DAY, DATE – TIME, FUS ORAR][DAY, DATE – TIME, TIME, DATE, TIME, ORAR FUS]Please let me know if any of these hours work for you. I look forward to hearing from you. Best, [YOUR NAME][YOUR SIGNATION OF E-MAIL]4. Phone Screen Interview EmailImagage invitation via ShutterstockAfter an applicant has applied to an open role, the next step is usually a phone screen
interview to assess their qualifications. When you have a loose relationship with the candidate, but you reach out for the first time to invite them to a phone interview, use the following template. Topic Line: [NAME OF COMPANY]: Telephone Interview AvailabilityHi [PRENUME],Thank you for applying to [JOB TITLE] position at [COMPANY NAME]. After reviewing your application, we are pleased to move forward with the interview
process. We would like to schedule a phone call [INTERVIEW DURATION] with [INTERVIEW], [POST TITLE] to [COMPANY NAME]. Below are some date and time options:[ZI, DATA - TIME, TIME ZONE][ZI, DATA - TIME, TIME ZONE][ZI, DATA - TIME, TIME ZONE]Please reply directly to this email and let me know if you are available at any of the above times. De I will coordinate with [INTERVIEWER] and send you an email with a
calendar invitation to confirm the date and time. Best,[YOUR NAME][YOUR SIGNATION OF E-MAIL]5. Video Conference Interview Invitation EmailImagi EmailImagi Shutterstock Coordinating a video interview is a bigger thing to do for job seekers, especially if they are currently employed elsewhere. Send the interview invitation far enough in advance so that they are able to plan accordingly without unnecessary stress. Use the
following template to send an invitation to a video interview. Once you've confirmed the date and time, make sure you include the meeting room link and any access information they'll need to join the interview. Topic Line: [NAME OF COMPANY]: Video Interview AvailabilityHi [FIRST NAME],Thank you for applying to [JOB TITLE] position at [COMPANY NAME]. After reviewing your application, we would like to invite you to an interview
with [INTERVIEWER], our title [JOB INTERVIEWER]. So we can get to know you better, the interview will be conducted over the video using [VIDEO CONFERENCING PLATFORM] and the last one about [INTERVIEW LUNGIME] in total. We want you to be able to plan accordingly, so we've given you a list of date and time options in the next week. Please take a look and let us know which date is best for you. [DAY, DATE – TIME,
TIME ZONE] [DAY, DATE – TIME, TIME ZONE] [DAY, DATE – TIME, TIME ZONE] We look forward to continuing the conversation. Best,[YOUR NAME][YOUR SIGNATION OF E-MAIL]6. In-Person Interview EmailImagne Invitation via ShutterstockIn-person or on-site interviews usually follow an initial phone call or video conversation, so you should have a solid relationship with the candidate at this time. After mentioned above, an inperson interview email invitation consists of several details, some of which are optional and for the benefit of the candidate and the brand employer. Carefully customize the following template before sending an interview invitation in person. Topic Line: [NAME OF THE COMPANY]: Onsite Interview Invitation Hi [FIRST NAME],[INTERVIEWER] was very impressed with you during the last conversation about the [JOB TITLE] position
and we are pleased to invite you to the interview at our office! Please review the date and time options I've provided below and let me know which one works best for you. From there, I'll send a confirmation email with a calendar invitation. [DAY, DATE – TIME, TIME ZONE] [DAY, DATE – TIME, TIME ZONE] [DAY, DATE – TIME, TIME ZONE] We are delighted to meet you in person and we want you to feel comfortable and ready
when you arrive. Below is some information about us to help you plan for your interview. You will have a meeting with [INTERVIEWER], [POST TITLE] and [INTERVIEWER 2], [POST TITLE 2]. The interview will not last longer than [INTERVIEW DURATION]. During the interview, you will be asked to complete a competency assessment and discuss some of your recent work. Please bring [QUANTITY] of [WORKING], as well as a form
of identification to be admitted to the building. Our office is located at [ADDRESS]. We are close to [PUBLIC TRANSPORT OPTIONS / PARKING DETAILS]. Our office dress code is [DRESS CODE], but we encourage you to wear whatever suits you most. Please reply to this email with your availability during the suggested hours. If you have any questions, feel free to call me at [TELEPHON NUMBER]. Best,[YOUR NAME][YOUR
SIGNATION OF E-MAIL]7. Referred Candidate Interview EmailImagage through ShutterstockReferred candidates are the dream of a tech recruiter – verified, qualified and most likely aware of your company. How you invite a recommended interview candidate should follow a similar structure to any of the previous templates, but with more customization. Use the following email template when using the employee referral program to
send an interview invitation. Topic Line: [NAME OF THE COMPANY]: [JOB TITLE] Interview OpportunityHi [FIRST NAME], I am [TITLE OF YOUR WORKS] at [NAME OF THE COMPANY], and we are currently looking for an [OPEN JOB TITLE] to join our team. [CONTACT NAME] spoke very nicely about [SKILLS] and recommended you for the role. I've been looking at some of your work online, and given your experience, I think
you'd be an excellent fit for the role. This is a great opportunity to learn more about [TA INDUSTRY] with an ambitious team. I'd love to hear more about you and talk to you about the role. Are you available for a 15-minute phone call tomorrow? Let me know! Best,[YOUR NAME][YOUR SIGNATION OF E-MAIL]8. Past Candidate Interview EmailImagage Invitation through ShutterstockWhen recruiting for an open role, tap into the talent
community to re-engage qualified candidates who stood out for you during previous interviews. Similar to employee recommendations, you have a relationship with these candidates and must include enough personal details to get their attention. Before you get to a past candidate, consult your candidate persona well to check if they would be a good match. Attach the job description so that they can review the role themselves. Getting
a candidate excited about a new opportunity just to switch on their candidacy again is a bad experience and a poor reflection of the external employer brand. Use the following template to invite a past candidate to the email interview. Topic Line: [NAME OF THE COMPANY]: New [JOB TILE] Opportunity Hi [FIRST NAME], I hope this finds you well! I know you applied to the [PREVIOUS JOB TITLE] role at [COMPANY NAME] back in
[LUNA/AN], and while we went in a different direction, then, we kept the resume on file. A new role [OPEN JOB TITLE] has just opened up on the [DEPARTMENT] team that I think you would be an excellent fit for. We are currently conducting interviews for the role, and I would love to set up a time for you to talk to [INTERVIEWER], the hiring manager. You are available for a [INTERVIEW LUNGIME] call sometime this week? I've
outlined a few date and time options below, let me know if any of them work for you. [DAY, DATE – TIME, TIME ZONE] [DAY, DATE – TIME, TIME ZONE] [DAY, DATE – TIME, TIME ZONE] Here is a link to the job description on our website. [INCLUDE LINK]. If you have questions about the role, give me a call to [TELEPHON NUMBER]. Thanks, [THE FIRST NAME]! Search Search to hear from you soon. Best,[YOUR NAME][YOUR
SIGNATION OF E-MAIL]9. Second Interview Invitation EmailImaging via ShutterstockWhen you are ready to invite a candidate to a second interview – regardless of its format – use the following template. Making it to the next round is a great achievement for the candidates, so convey your enthusiasm to keep them engaged. In addition, provide any useful information in advance so that they continue to feel supportive and confident
before each conversation with your team. Topic Line: [NAME OF THE COMPANY]: Invitation for the Second InterviewHi [FIRST NAME], Thank you for taking the time to talk to [INTERVIEWER] about [JOB TITLE] position at [NAME OF THE COMPANY]. We are quite impressed with you and are eager to continue the conversation! We would like to schedule a second interview with you in one of the following time options:[DAY, DATE –
TIME, TIME,TIME,DATE – TIME, TIME,TIME,TIME,TIME,TIME,ORAR FUS]You will talk to [INTERVIEWER], [INTERVIEW POST TITLE], and the interview should not take longer than [INTERVIUAL LUNGIME]. Please tell me which time works best for you. I'll send a calendar invitation to confirm once I've selected a date and time. Best,[YOUR NAME][YOUR SIGNATION OF E-MAIL]10. Group Interview Invitation EmailImagne through
Shutterstock Coordinating a group interview may be somewhat of a programming nightmare, but it's a great way to see how candidates interact with their colleagues and potential teammates. To simplify the process, use a planning tool, such as Google Forms or Doodle, to allow candidates to select the hours that work best for them. You'll be able to see a clear breakdown of group availability, reducing the number of moving parts and
the ability to schedule errors. Use the following template to send a group interview invitation. Line Topic: [NAME COMPANY]: InvitationHi Group Interview [PRENUME],Thank you for applying to position [JOB TITLE] at [COMPANY NAME]. After reviewing the application materials, we are pleased to move forward with the interview process. We'd like to invite you to an interview at our office. You will interview as part of a group with
[NUMBER] other applicants. The interview will not last longer than [INTERVIEW DURATION]. To help us schedule the interview, please select availability from this calendar link: [INSERT LINK]. From there, I will coordinate between the other candidates and the employment team to confirm a time that works for all involved. You will receive an email with a calendar link to confirm the interview. To help you prepare, here's some
information about the interview and [COMPANY NAME]. You will have a meeting with:[INTERVIEWER], POST][INTERVIEWER 2], [POST TITLE 2]. Interview duration:[MINUTE/ORE]Interview agenda:During the interview you will be asked to complete more exercises with the other candidates. [ADDITIONAL INFORMATION] Our office location:[ADRESA] We are close to [PUBLIC TRANSPORT OPTIONS / PARKING DETAILS]. Our
office code: [DRESS CODE], but we encourage you to wear whatever you're most comfortable in. We look forward to meeting you! If you have any questions, feel free to contact. Best,[YOUR NAME][YOUR SIGNATION OF E-MAIL]11. Final Interview EmailInvitationImagne via ShutterstockEczema excitement when sending a final email invitation interview. At this point, the candidate has gone through several rounds of the interview
process, and you need to keep them engaged. They have probably already received additional information on the dress office code and location, but include it again anyway. Seems down body text email by connecting to relevant information. These details can be experienced on a hidden site page or on a Google Document in View Only mode. Customize the template below to send the perfect interview invitation email to the final
round. Topic Line: [NAME OF COMPANY]: Final-Round Interview InvitationHi [PRENUME], Thank you for the recent interview on [JOB TITLE] position at [COMPANY NAME]. We appreciate your dedication to this process and are pleased to share with you that you have been selected for a final interview at our office! We believe that you are an excellent candidate for this position and we are pleased to continue our conversation with
you. The interview will be with [INTERVIEWER] and will not last longer than [INTERVIEW DURATION]. Below are some proposed time and date options:[ZI, DATE – TIME, TIME,TIME, TIME,ORAR FUS][ZI, DATE –TIME, ORAR FUS]To help you plan and prepare for the on-site interview, click here to see more information about our office and nearby travel options. [INCLUDE LINK TO ADDITIONAL INFORMATION]. Please reply to
this email with your availability. I will then confirm the date and time internally and send you a confirmation email with a calendar invitation. If you have any questions in the meantime, feel free to contact. Best,[YOUR NAME][YOUR SIGNATION OF E-MAIL]Don't forget to carefully customize and reread these email templates. In most cases, an interview invitation email is the first official point of contact you have with the candidates and it
is important to make a good impression; characters or placeholder text appear unprofessional. Keep in mind that all candidates you don't offer can be targeted in your talent community and can help build the talent pipeline for future vacancies. SNEAK PEEK: CHECK OUT our new website, and learn we are changing tech recruitment and employer branding
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